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Abstract
Agile practices are proven to work very well in colocated teams. Though not insurmountable, Scaled and
Distributed Agile rollout is usually fraught with challenges  primarily as it makes communication and
information exchange very difficult. This is an experience report from Intel on how it SUCCESSFULLY
delivered a large tablet platform using Scaled and Distributed Agile practices across multiple teams
located across multiple time zones across the world. Each of the challenges were overcome quite well 
mainly due to good management support, disciplined Agile practices adoption by the teams, a integrated
framework of lifecycle management tools, and a collaboration mindset demonstrated by all team
members. The platform was delivered weeks ahead of planned schedule, quality levels exceeded the
targets, not to mention the multiple design wins that came out of this platform reference design.

Background
Agile practices are invaluable in promoting collaboration, team work, quality and resultsorientation of the teams
that adopt it. At Intel we have adopted an enterprise wide strategy to rollout Agile and Lean practices all across
our software development teams, especially on the platforms we deliver for our customers. Intel is predominantly
known as a semiconductor manufacturing (chipsets, microprocessors) company. But it’s a lesser known fact
that Intel also develops software (e.g. firmware, drivers, and compilers) that support the hardware we deliver. It is
believed that if a comparison is made strictly on lines of code developed, Intel would be the 2nd largest developer
of software in the world. Intel delivers platforms to our customers that include the hardware components along
with these software components.
In this casestudy we’ll specifically focus on how Intel successfully delivered the software components for our
Atom™ based Windows™ tablet platforms using distributed and scale Agile methods and tools. We’d like to
share specifically our experiences on what worked well, what did not work, what could have been done better
from a methods and tools perspective.
Broadly and simplistically, there are 2 large organizations that collaborate to deliver a platform – one is the
hardware design organization and another is the software development organization. The hardware team
follows the popular ticktock model based on Moore’s Law, in the development of hardware components.
Software teams work in conjunction with the hardware teams to enable various platform features based on the
operating system for which the platform is intended to be delivered (e.g. Windows™, Android™).
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Challenge#1 Distributed Teams with low overlapping working hours:

As with any

multinational corporation, Intel has a global presence with R&D sites located across multiple geographies in the
world. Software teams that deliver various software components are also located in multiple countries. While
Agile practices are proven to work very well in colocated teams, the challenge is to getting as much benefit by
adopting Agile practices in distributed teams, especially located across multiple geographies that may not share
overlapping working hours.

Challenge#2 PreSilicon Shift Left: The classic software development model historically adopted has
been to wait for hardware to be developed and then start writing software for that hardware and for the intended
operating system. This serialized approach obviously adds to the platform delivery timelines. In highly
competitive markets like in Tablets and Smartphones, many companies are looking for ways to accelerate
delivery and improve time to market. For this tablets platform development  one of the major challenges that
was thrown at the teams was to shiftleft and start developing / validating software even before the hardware
development is completed. The timelines were more aggressive than what the teams are used to. This also
required a new level of collaboration between hardware and software teams.

Challenge#3 Use Cases based Requirements Management and Systems Integrations
Approach: There has also been a slow but sure shift in our approach to developing products. A more user
centric systems integrations approach has been adopted, refined, reapplied and continues to go through
refinements. Delivery of a platform is deemed successful ONLY when all uses cases for these platforms are
validated as working and meeting key indicators defined by our customers. A use case can be delivered either by
single team or more commonly by multiple teams. A good example is – Skype™ working on a Tablet – involves
delivery of building blocks or components from a graphics team, a wireless team, OS team, and Camera teams.
One of the biggest challenges that the team had to overcome was delivering to these use cases when different
teams were working on various building blocks and coordinating the development schedules of these
components with when the use cases are to be delivered to a customer.

Challenge#4 Performance Management of Teams to Schedule Commitments:

When

teams are operating on razor thin schedule commits with customers, there is not much room for error to miss
sprint level commitments. A big challenge for Scrum masters across each of the teams to understand how
teams are doing with respect to their deliverables and if they were on track to meeting commitments both at a
sprint and at a key milestone level.

Challenge#5 Tools Infrastructure:

As with any software development organization that has grown

organically, tool preferences are quite strong and almost a “religion”. When you bring more than 20 teams
together to deliver a common platform like tablets, you are suddenly looking at  4 variations of SCM tools, 3
variations of agile management tools (including Excel), 5 defect management tools, and 3 test automation tools.
One of the biggest challenges faced by the program management team was to rollout and adopt a single ALM
tools infrastructure to manage all aspects of software delivery from requirements to defect tracking to improve
team collaboration and common standards across teams.
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Solution (in the order of rollout)
Management and Leadership Support:
While these challenges were all quite complex to deal with, there was one major factor that made a big
difference. Leadership support to tackling these challenges was quite strong. The leadership / management
team was highly engaged in all aspects of these challenges and in ensuring a smooth solution and rollout to all
of them. For example: Leaders met with the Process and Tools teams on a biweekly basis to understand how
we were progressing and the impediments in the rollout. One of the VP’s helped resolve a major impediment
when one of the major contributing teams refused to adopt the processes and tools as they were not part of the
same org structure as the main organization. The VP helped influence this team and their management to adopt
this. Leadership teams also made it a practice to view the program dashboards on a regular basis and helped
resolve program impediments and waiver requests where necessary.
Scrum was chosen as the Agile method of choice – so a Scrum of Scrums approach was adopted in the overall
rollout for the entire platform across ingredient teams. There was no particular reason why Scrum was chosen,
other than the fact that the process and tools team recommended this approach to the leadership team based
on their past experiences.

Common Tools Infrastructure
With participation from all of the ingredient teams  the program management team identified a group of tools
that would work well with each other and can be integrated with each other. While there was choice of choosing
a fullfledged ALM tool available in the market, it was quite hard to change strong preferences to a certain
preexisting set of tools. However instead of multiple tools across teams, this team identified a single tool for
SCM, a single tool for requirements, a single tool for Scrum tracking, a single tool for defects management, a
single tool for defects execution, and a single tool for Continuous Integration. An IT team was engaged in making
sure that these tools all worked well with each other and can be integrated from a database perspective – so
information can be shared across tools. (E.g. pass/fail information from test execution tool is available to Scrum
tracking tool so a story can be marked as complete). The tools integration was completed over a period of 3 to 6
months while the platform development work started. The following picture highlights the tools integration that
was done to achieve this.
The list of tools that was rolled out were  Jama’s Contour for Requirements Management, IBM’s Rational Team
Concert (RTC) for Scrum of Scrums rollout, Perforce for SCM, HPQC for Test Quality Management, and
TeamCity for Continuous Integration. IBM supported an OSLC based RESTful API to integrate these tools
together. This was the reason RTC was chosen as the ALM tool of choice.
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PreSilicon Shift Left
For a tablet to work to meet all the use cases, hardware and software have to work together in unison. Software
cannot be tested without hardware, and vice versa. Shifting left for software meant that the software had to be
written and tested, when there is no Silicon available to test. Industry wide hardware design is written as code 
its called RTL (RegisterTransfer Level). Simics is becoming a popular simulation environment which takes RTL
code as input and software is then deployed on top  and this becomes a fullfledged environment to test
software.
While there are limitations to what degree you can be successful in truly shifting left and testing software in a
simulation environment, the fact that you can test 40 to 50% of the use cases quite well – is in itself a very
valuable investment in improving time to market and quality of the platforms once Silicon arrived.

Use Cases Based Requirements Management and Systems
Integration Approach
A requirements management system was adopted that had the ability to manage Use Cases and ability to
document test case definitions for these use cases. This system also had the ability to manage breakdown of
use cases to more granular functional requirements and performance indicators. Each of the functional
requirements also had test cases defined to validate completeness / doneness. These use cases and functional
requirements / performance indicators were made visible from the Scrum tracking tool (through the tools
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integration approach), so they can be broken down into Epics, User Stories and tasks by Scrum teams. So a
program manager now had the ability to open up a use case and trace it all the way down to the tasks that were
planned (at a sprint level). The Systems Integration and Architecture team performed topsdown planning on the
Use Cases and indicated in which order they would like to see the use cases delivered and by when. The Scrum
teams also had the ability to flag these use cases for any delays due to execution delays. So there is now a good
topsdown and bottomsup flow of information regarding schedule that helps in identifying risks to the program.
To make this a bit more clear  let us a take 2 simple usecases
1. As an end user I’d like to take a picture with the tablet and it should provide a click haptic feedback (sound)
when the picture is taken, so that I know when the picture is captured.
2. As an end user I’d like to capture an image in different formats (JPG, TIFF, BMP) and with varying resolutions
so that I can share it in the right mediums (e.g. web, email, document) depending on bandwidth considerations.
There are dependencies between these 2 use cases. Ideally #2 should be completed before #1 is ready. In a
tablet system, there are 100’s of such use cases, so the System integration teams plan out the rollout of these
use cases based on dependencies and how their testing is planned. They specify anticipated delivery dates in
these use cases, so the development teams can plan their development schedules. This form the topdown
planning.
When it comes to bottom’sup information flow  here is what it means.
To implement the use cases above, we require around 3 to 5 subteams to contribute deliverables to this. Each
subteams take these use cases from the systems integration team and break that down to features they will be
implementing to meet this use case. To implement use case #1  the Camera/Graphics, Audio and IO teams
need to deliver features. Each of these features have a planned completion date based on their execution
schedule, of course with the constraint that they all have to deliver their work within the expected Use Case date.
However in reality  there may be delays in delivery due to impediments. Whenever a feature is delayed, it delays
the use case also. The scheduling impacts due to delays in features forms the bottomup flow of information. A
Scrum lead has to pay attention to such delays so that they can inform stakeholders, and also take any other
corrective actions.
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Performance Management to Sprint Commits (15/30/60/90 day
plans)
The program management team adopted a Scorecard based approach that kept a close watch on sprint
commits and delivery. If a team committed to 4 stories worth 30 story points, but only delivered on 3 stories
worth 22 points, then this information would be made available to the program management team automatically
and retrospectives were driven based on the scorecard information. The scorecard served as a leading indicator
to underlying team collaboration issues or risks that the program was facing. If a story was blocked due to an
impediment, this was clearly made aware in the program dashboard and corrective actions identified to solve the
impediment. An impediment was taken very seriously by the entire program management team and would
deserve the most attention in their timely resolution, so it doesn’t hamper the delivery to program milestones.

Distributed / Scaled Agile Framework
The teams took many lessons from the Scaled Agile Framework and applied them in practice to deliver to sprint
commits. The use cases based approach worked quite well in integrating the feature teams together to work on
a common goal. Integrations and validations to use cases  happened on a weekly basis.
Overall there were 25 feature teams each delivering to meet the 100’s of use cases  as outlined in the use
cases based development approach above. While frequent checkin’s were encouraged, a daily checkin was
mandated from all feature teams. In order to determine pass/fail of a checkin, these teams also had to write
automated test cases to validate the features for which code was being checkedin. Each night a system level
build was kicked off that would pull all the builds from multiple feature teams and integrated it all and validated
that against a basic sanity automation tests. At the end of a week  the build that passes all the basic tests were
picked as the best known configuration (BKC)  which would then be distributed to whoever that needed it (e.g.
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systems validation team, ingredient teams etc.) and potentially to Microsoft.
Before handing a BKC was handed over to Microsoft, a set of WHQL tests were also run before deeming the
BKC ready.

Outcome:
The tablet platform was delivered much ahead of planned schedule to the OEM’s (Other Equipment
Manufacturer) and quality levels exceeded our targets. There were multiple design wins from customers.
Considering that this was the first time in the company that scaled and distributed Agile practices were adopted
in a big way, the results are very encouraging. The success is the result of strong management support,
disciplined adoption of practices by teams, a very solid integrated framework of tools and an excellent
collaboration mindset shown by all team members involved.
Across many of the platform projects at Intel now  Scrum is fast becoming a defacto standard. Many platform
teams are consulting the process and tools team for how to get their help them in such a rollout. Here are
some snippets / quotes from leading technical and business magazines about this platforms capabilities.

∙
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